
reflection
DEFINITIONS, PURPOSES, MODELS, 

AND ASSIGNMENTS

 



HOW DO YOU 
DEFINE 

REFLECTION?

Provide a definition on your card; 

put your name on the card.

Pass it around the table, 

with each person reading and

responding to it.



HOW DO YOU 
DEFINE 
REFLECTION?

WHY IS HIGHER 
EDUCATION 
INCREASINGLY 
TURNING TO 
REFLECTION?





HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW

We define reflection as the 

intentional attempt to synthesize, 

abstract, and articulate the

key lessons learned from experience.



 
Delivered curriculum

Experienced curriculum

Lived curriculum

IN SCHOOL: Reflection as opportunity to 

make connections~~and meaning~~from 

the past, often as a stage for the future



REFLECTION
• A process by which 

you are able to assess your 

own work

• A process that allows you to 

make connections and think about your 

learning

• A process that allows you to make knowledge

To reflect, you (1) stop the flow of work

(2) review what you have done                      

(3) prepare to share 

what you have learned



WHAT ARE SOME FUNCTIONS OF 

REFLECTION?
• Meta-cognition

• Account of process

• Self-assessment generally

• Self-assessment in terms of outcomes

• Account of learning; acct keyed to development?

• Synthesis: making knowledge 

• Exploration

• The development of a theory

• Connection of prior and                                                

new knowledge

• Goal-setting

• Other . . . 



HOW PEOPLE LEARN

•Prior Knowledge

•Novices and Experts

•Mental Maps

•Contextualized 

Practice

•Explicitness

•Reflection



SOME MODELS

ALVERNO DEVELOPMENTAL

MEDICAL PROGRESSION

RE-ITERATIVE PRACTICE AND KEY WORD MODEL

AAC&U INTEGRATIVE LEARNING

LOYOLA EXPERIENTIAL ePORTFOLIOS







Re-iterative Key Terms

What is rhetoric?

What do we know about rhetoric?

Why should we study rhetoric?

Why—and how--should we practice it?

(What is a seminary of higher learning?

What is a reflective life?)















An Emerging Trend

Reflection on individual artifacts

Reflection on the set of artifacts

Reflective exercises themselves



POSSIBLE ASSIGNMENTS

2. Return to your card. What is reflection? 

Has your definition changed, and if so, how?





3. Learning as You Go

What is the artifact within the 

larger context of the course/experience?

So what, or why was this a meaningful experience?

Now what, or what do I need to know or do for the 

learning that lies ahead?



What Do Students Say?



4. Reflecting on a Set of School Artifacts to 

Demonstrate Development or Achievement to a

Campus Audience

Development or achievement?

Three artifacts?

What do they show? 150 words.

How is this reflection like 

and/ or different from the 

previous one?



5. Choosing and Reflecting on an Artifact to 

Demonstrate a Pivotal Moment

What is the pivotal moment? When

did it occur? Why and how is it

pivotal?

What is the artifact representing this moment?

Explain how the artifact represents this learning?



6. Reflecting on a Set of Expanded Artifacts to 

Demonstrate Achievement to a Public Audience

Who is the public audience?

Return to your three artifacts and add one

from out of school: what does it contribute

to the set?

Talk with your colleague about how you will reflectively

frame these four artifacts: what does the audience 

need to know, and why?



SELF ASSESSMENT 

ORIENTED TO PAST AND FUTURE

Include a reflection of no more than 2 pages     

speaking to

--the strengths of the project

--the weaknesses of the project

-- how you understand the future of the project

--what you learned in completing the     

project 





RECOMMENDATIONS



A REFLECTIVE SUMMARY

What have you learned about reflection?

Of the ideas presented, which seems 

most promising or useful, and why?

What questions do you have about reflection?



THANK

YOU




